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XYZ Corporations’ DFW Area Distribution Centers 

 XYZ Corporation needs to determine where to locate up to five distribution centers in the 

Dallas-Fort Worth metro area to best maximize profits while keeping within a 30 minute drive 

time to serve customers effectively. To determine the ideal locations for distribution centers in 

the Dallas-Fort Worth area sources like CoStar’s real estate database and United States census 

data will be used. CoStar’s real estate database will be useful in finding both existing buildings 

and empty lots in the Dallas-Fort Worth area that could have industrial buildings built on them 

once purchased. This database contains information on at least hundreds if not thousands of 

places in the metro area that could be potential distribution facilities for XYZ Corporation.  

This exploration of potentially valuable distribution centers in the Dallas-Fort Worth area 

is also important to the real estate investment company Invesco. It is important because it gives 

insight to what types of buildings or lots and locations are going to be more popular in the 

coming years with the area’s growing population and growing businesses. Invesco will find the 

results of the analyses in this project to be useful in their investment plans for the future because 

it will show where people are most likely to put their money for business purposes. 

United States census data will be useful in this search for the best locations to distribute 

from because it will give information about people that are potential customers of XYZ 

Corporation’s online retail business. Information that is most important includes income levels of 

residents in an area, average age of residents, percentage of residents that have college degrees, 



 

and buying power of an area. The data found in both of these sources, as well as other sources if 

necessary, will be looked through several times to ensure that the solution reached is the best one 

possible. Exploration of data, multiple analyses, and applying the correct data that makes sense 

for the problem can only improve the results found at the end of the examination. Data down to 

the zip codes people live in is likely to be used in determining information about customers or 

potential customers in the area.  

The goals of this investigation include analyzing demographic data, locating buildings or 

land that are ideal for industrial use, and determining locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area that 

can reach a large amount of customers or potential customers within a 30 minute drive. 

Demographic data will be analyzed to find out which areas have customers, or potential 

customers, that should be prioritized. This will be determined by comparing average ages, 

buying power, income levels, and connection to technology of people in different areas. Those in 

their 40’s and 50’s with high levels of buying power, 20 and 30-somethings with a strong 

connection to technology who are likely to purchase goods online, and people with higher 

income levels will be priority customers. Highly prioritized areas will also include those with a 

high percentage of college graduates that are still young, in their 20’s and 30’s, because in the 

future they will be more likely to have higher income levels and buying power. 

 Buildings that would be ideal for industrial distribution use are buildings with enough 

parking for employees and for delivery trucks. This includes 18-wheelers that will be delivering 

goods to the distribution center as well as smaller vehicles like vans and cars that will be 

delivering those goods to the customers’ homes. These buildings should also have been built 

with the intention of being for industrial use or they should be able to be easily repurposed to fit 

XYZ Corporations’ needs. If a plot of land is in a favorable area of DFW for these needs, as in 



 

easily reached within a 30 minute drive of a large amount of customers, it will be considered as a 

potential place to build a distribution center. Existing industrial buildings that will be considered 

are those with useable square footage between 60,000 and 100,000 square feet. This will allow 

for plenty of storage for products as well as packaging and other materials needed to move 

products around. Most of these potential locations also have plenty of square footage outside of 

the building to allow for parking spaces or the addition of anything else that XYZ Corporation 

would need outside of the distribution building itself. 

 Locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area that would be ideal for distribution facilities are 

those that can reach a large amount of the area and customers in it within 30 minutes. These 

locations would have vans and cars driving from them to customer homes to deliver online 

orders in a timely manner. The best locations are those that provide 30 minute coverage for 

priority customers will be considered the most important with locations that have 30 minute 

coverage for less customers or lower priority customers will be slightly less important. The 

questions that will be asked about each considered location or building are, why choose this 

building? Why choose this location? What changes could be made now or in the future to 

improve this building or location? Who is covered within 30 minutes by this location? What 

changes in the Dallas-Fort Worth area could occur in the future that would alter the customers or 

needs of customers that are in this locations coverage ring? 

 XYZ Corporation must also take into account the time of day and day of the week that 

are most likely to have high volumes of deliveries. Certain times of day, such as early morning 

rush hour or evening rush hour, will likely cause difficulties in delivering to customers within 30 

minutes that deliveries at other times, like 8 p.m., would not. Even considering just the time of 

day for deliveries is not enough as it changes day to day. Saturdays and Sundays are unlikely to 



 

have high amounts of traffic during the same early or evening hours that would be extremely 

congested on a Tuesday. Luckily for XYZ Corporation, most online orders are not likely to be 

made in the early morning hours of weekdays or just before people leave work in the evening. 

Data about online orders and the times and days they are made will be examined and factored in 

when considering locations for the distribution centers. This is to make sure the locations are 

spread out enough to serve as many customers as possible even during times or days with lots of 

traffic or other delays. 

 GIS methodologies that will be used in this investigation include the use of Maptitude 

GIS software or ArcGIS to create drive time rings around potential distribution facility locations, 

finding potential real estate locations through the use of CoStar’s DFW real estate database, and 

using demographic data found through CoStar’s database and other credible government sources. 

Maptitude’s ability to create drive time rings will be very important for finding a solution to 

XYZ Corporation’s problem because the biggest issue they are trying to solve is finding out 

which locations will provide customer service within 30 minutes of a lot of the population. 

Maptitude or a similar GIS program will also likely be utilized to create maps of overlayed 

demographic information to reduce the number of individual maps needed.  

Demographic data that will be used from CoStar includes average age of residents, the 

percentage of people in an area that are college graduates, median household income levels, 

buying power of residents, and population density information to determine where most 

customers or potential customers are located (Figure 1). Other data about the demographics of 

the Dallas-Fort Worth area will likely be from the United States census and have more detailed 

information about income levels, ages, and college graduates within each zip code. CoStar’s 



 

demographic information shows ranges of this information on the map of DFW but this visual 

lacks the depth that information from specific zip codes has. 

Figure 1. CoStar’s median household income information 

While CoStar’s website has hundreds of options for real estate locations that are in the 

Dallas-Fort Worth area the majority of them have already been filtered out. This is due to poor 

delivery times to the majority of the area, inability to be used for industrial purposes, and/or too 

large or small square footage of the area. Locations found through CoStar that already look to be 

good candidates for XYZ Corporation's distribution centers are six industrial buildings spread 



 

throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth metro area (Figure 2). These locations already have buildings 

made for industrial use with a square footage of usable building space between 45,000 and 

100,000 square feet each. The second phase of this investigation will determine which of these 

facilities should actually be utilized by XYZ Corporation for their distribution purposes and 

eliminate at least one location to fit the up-to-five distribution centers they are looking for. 

Locations found in CoStar that could be revisited during the second phase of this project 

are locations that have good coverage of the Dallas-Fort Worth area within a 30 minute drive but 

possibly were ignored previously due to not having an existing industrial-purpose building. The 

data from CoStar about possible real estate locations will be reviewed a few more times before 

the final results are found from this project. The most important factor to consider for XYZ 

Corporation’s needs is the 30 minute drive time coverage of customers in the area. However, the 

cost of buying a plot of land with no existing buildings and building an industrial building on 

that land must be factored in as well. For Invesco’s investment purposes, the most important 

factor in searching for locations in the Dallas-Fort Worth area is simply the value of the    

location in relation to customers of businesses that would potentially buy buildings or land in 

DFW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2. Six potential distribution center locations 

 

 Assuming that a radius of approximately 25 miles is a 30 minute drive from each of these 

six locations, four or five of the six could be selected by XYZ Corporation to effectively cover 

delivery services for most of the Dallas-Fort Worth area. These six locations have been chosen at 

this point because they meet multiple criteria for XYZ Corporations needs. Each location already 

has an existing building meant for industrial use and five of the six have a rating of at least three 

stars on CoStar’s website indicating that the buildings are of at least decent to good quality and 



 

are unlikely to need immediate alterations to accommodate a business. These six potential 

locations are also currently up for lease or sale which would be helpful to XYZ Corporation, 

although it would not affect Invesco’s purpose for interest in this project. 

Figure 3. Three very important potential distribution center locations 

 

Within these six potential distribution facility locations there are three that are unlikely to 

be reconsidered as so far they seem vital to XYZ Corporation’s delivery needs (Figure 3). These 

locations are the furthest east, north, and west of the six. The easternmost location, shown by the 

orange on figure 3, has a building that is the oldest of the six as it was built in 1958. Although it 

is the oldest of the six chosen, it is still an excellent building for XYZ Corporation’s 

consideration in this search for distribution centers. It has around 45,000 square feet of useable 



 

building space for products and other distribution center needs, such as machines to move 

products around or ladders for employees to reach high shelves. Along with this square footage 

inside the building, the entire area of land is 2.28 acres or 99,317 square feet. This includes 

parking spaces for trucks delivering to the distribution center, vans and cars that will be 

delivering to customers, and spaces for employees of the distribution center to park. This 

building is located the furthest east of the six potential locations and can reach places as far east 

as Terrell and Kaufman within 30 minutes, making it unlikely to be taken out of consideration 

for XYZ Corporation. As far as this locations potential for reaching north and south, the cities 

Allen and Palmer to the north and south respectively are reachable in just a 30 minute drive. 

The location that seems to be the best candidate so far for both XYZ Corporation and 

Invesco is located at 11325 Gemini Lane in Dallas and is the most central and northern location 

out of the six on the map (Figure 2). It is also shown by the pink in figure 3. This location can get 

to lots of the densely populated parts of the Dallas-Fort Worth area within just 20 minutes and an 

extra 10 minutes just greatly extends its reach into places as far as the cities of Denton and 

McKinney. This location would be good for XYZ Corporation to use as a distribution center 

because it already has an industrial purpose building with a few unloading docks and lots of 

parking areas for both 18-wheeler trucks delivering to the facility as well as parking spaces for 

delivery vehicles and employee cars. The building has a rating of three stars from CoStar with a 

high walkability and transit rating. The lot has 76,945 square feet of useable space inside the 

building for XYZ’s purposes as well as a total land area of 3.25 acres or 141,570 square feet, 

meaning 64,625 square feet outside of the building. This means lots of room for vehicles or 

possibly other additions that XYZ Corporation could add if needed. This location is unlikely     

to be booted out of consideration for XYZ Corporation’s possible distribution centers because   



 

of it’s far northern reach and centralized location. This specific building is also important to 

consider because there are no similar options in the nearby areas that are currently for lease or 

sale. 

The final location of the three that are unlikely to be reconsidered during the second 

phase of this project is the westernmost location in Benbrook, Texas, shown in blue (Figure 3). 

This location has a four star rating on CoStar and already has a building meant for industrial use 

that was built in 2002. The square footage of the building itself consists of 76,625 square feet of 

useable space. The entire plot of land is 6.45 acres total, or 280,962 square feet making it 

excellent for the addition of more buildings or parking areas as XYZ Corporation sees fit. It has 

external docks and drive-ins for unloading deliveries to the facility as well as parking for trucks 

that are delivering, vehicles for delivery to customers, and employee vehicles. If this location 

were to be used as a distribution center it would reach the entire city of Fort Worth as well as 

reaching as far east, west, and south as Arlington, Weatherford, and Cleburne respectively within 

30 minutes. This would provide effective coverage for a large amount of Dallas-Fort Worth area 

customers that would be lost without this particular location. Together, these three locations 

easily provide effective coverage for a huge portion of Dallas-Fort Worth customers. The other 

locations that may be finally selected as the best ones for XYZ Corporation will likely serve as 

backup distribution centers for when traffic or other unavoidable situations happen that delay 

service to customers from these three facilities. 

Although these three are the most important locations found so far for XYZ Corporation, 

it is important to note that Invesco may find the other three locations just as important in their 

investment value. The other three locations also provide excellent coverage of a large portion of 

the Dallas-Fort Worth area while having existing buildings that would be good for industrial 



 

purposes. Their potential for being very good for a business in the future makes them good 

places for Invesco to invest in because the Dallas-Fort Worth area is still constantly growing and 

with population growth comes the growth of existing businesses and the creation of new ones. 

While XYZ Corporation has more specific needs to fulfill their online retail shopping orders, 

Invesco could likely benefit from investment in almost any good quality industrial, retail, or 

flexible-use building in central parts of the DFW metro area. They are not as restricted to 

industrial uses with plenty of parking and effective 30 minute delivery coverage for wide ranges 

of the area. 


